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Abstract: In heroism, leadership research has a myth that provides the basis for a deeper
exploration of the characteristics of the unconscious (collective, personal) and consciousness of
leaders—characteristics that can mobilize their followers. This contribution goes on to show that
heroism can provide a foundation that foments the creativity of women leaders—from a sustainable
standpoint—with the purpose of jointly analyzing aspects of the collective unconscious (heroism),
the personal unconscious (psychological typology), and consciousness (self-descriptions, values) in a
sample of women emerging as leaders. The participants in the study were 34 students following a
Master’s program oriented towards training future CEOs as leaders, aged between 22 and 38 years
old (M = 27.22 years old; SD = 3.77). The instruments consisted of a story that each participant wrote
about herself as the main heroine; the Myers–Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI); the Twenty-Statement
Test (TST); and a questionnaire on personal values. The main results show the common structure of
the stories of personal heroism, as well as the characteristics (unconscious, conscious, personal, and
collective) that can serve to foster the sustainable use of personal creativity. The research carried out
provides knowledge that may be integrated into other perspectives of leadership analysis.
Keywords: creativity; heroism; Jungian psychology; leadership; Myers-Briggs Type Indicator; social
psychology; Twenty-Statement Test; values; women
1. Introduction
This research is based on the premise of heroism as a myth that can foster the creative talent of
women leaders, which contributes positively to sustainable training in leadership. It draws on the
perspective of analytical psychology developed by C. G. Jung. This approach to leadership—in our
opinion, as revealing as it is scarcely documented—can complement and broaden the scope of the
main trends in the study of leaders and followers, as well as the studies on creativity in women and
sustainable education. As described in the following sections, most approaches to leadership have laid
the emphasis—unilaterally—on the individual or situational variables of this process. Only recently
have proposals emerged that integrate and transcend both types of variables—and in this respect,
they opt for a style of leadership that also points to sustainable practices in human resource management.
In this paper, we argue in favor of the innovative character that Jungian analytical psychology
contributes to the analysis of leadership. Specifically, elements of the collective unconscious (heroism),
the individual unconscious (psychological typology), and consciousness (self-descriptions, values) are
considered in conjunction. We draw on this line of thought to show how our approach can help in a
sustainable way to enhance the talent of emerging women leaders with regard to their creativity.
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Based on these ideas, the arguments that underpin this research are presented below. First,
the main characteristics of the evolution of leadership studies are discussed: From a leader-centered
vision to the conception of leadership as a process in which both leaders and followers are the main
actors. This is followed by a description of the conception of heroism as a perspective that articulates
and deepens the personal, interpersonal, and collective aspects of leadership. This introduction then
ends with a line of reasoning that defends the role played by heroism in the sustainable promotion of
creativity in women as emerging leaders.
1.1. Leadership, from Charisma to Prototypicality
Before presenting the differential contribution of analytical psychology in the study of the
promotion of creativity in emerging women leaders, it is necessary to delimit the concept of leadership,
briefly pointing out the scope and limits of the main approaches in the psychosocial study of leadership,
and attending to their possibilities regarding sustainable organizational practices.
Leadership is a basic psychosocial process that, expressed simply, enables others to do something.
For Hogg [1] (p. 1166): “Leaders are agents of influence. When people are influenced it is often
because of effective leadership. Influence and leadership are thus tightly intertwined”. Thus, research
on leadership implies, among other things, uncovering the evidence about what mobilizes individuals.
In this respect, three trends in leadership research can be distinguished [2]: Great men and the cult
of personality; the context and contingency/transaction/transformation; and social identity/social
categorization. By and large, the two first perspectives have gradually calibrated the explanatory
potential of the individual and the social in leadership, i.e., with the goal of identifying the most decisive
factor in the leadership process. With the perspective related to the social identity/social categorization,
both factors are integrated, which has opened new ways for equally integrative explanations—as well
as alternatives—to these three perspectives in leadership research.
Great men and the cult of personality. The main attribute of this perspective is charisma, with Weber [3]
(p. 245) being considered the classic reference: “The natural leaders in distress have been holders of
specific gifts of the body and spirit; and these gifts have been believed to be supernatural, not accessible
to everybody”. Therefore, this conception of leadership assumes that it is those special attributes of
leaders (generally men) that result in them being followed by the masses. Over time, this perspective,
with its focus on charisma, has included research that in one way or another recurs to personality as a
fundamental explanation of the whys and wherefores of leadership [4–7]. Specifically, the personality
of leaders has been described as characterized predominantly by extraversion, conscientiousness, and
openness to experience [5].
This assumption that leadership is a phenomenon that mainly depends on the leader’s personality
has been the subject of criticism, the most common argument being the scant or zero importance
given to social and/or historical contexts. By way of an example, it is enough to imagine what would
happen if any leader from other time was now at the head of a community. This criticism does not
ignore the impact on a group made by the personal characteristics of the person who leads it, as in
the case, for example, of the harm done by seductive narcissistic leaders to their followers [8]. In their
most negative version, seductive narcissists present themselves as saviors who can make up for the
deficiencies of the others, who throw in their support out of apathy and inactivity.
The context: Contingency, transaction, transformation. In the pioneering studies on leadership styles
led by K. Lewin [9,10], it was demonstrated empirically that the same group of children behaved
differently under autocratic, democratic, and laissez-faire leaders. This malleability in the face of
changing circumstances laid the foundations of an approach to leadership studies that prioritizes
the importance of the environment in explaining this process. Within this line of research, the work
done by Fiedler [11] deserves particular attention, where he conceived leadership as the product of
the possible contingencies existing between the context variables related to leader–member relations,
task structure, and position power. For Fiedler [11] (p. 184), “the training of leaders [would consist] in
diagnosing their group-task situation and in adopting strategies which capitalize on their particular
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leadership style”—in other words, in observing the combination of variables and acting accordingly
(for a recent review of this model, see [12]). Another major contribution to this perspective but laying the
stress on the leader–follower relationship, is made by the concept of transformational leadership [13].
This integrates previous contributions while distinguishing three styles: Charismatic (characterized
by a rare combination of exceptional individuals and circumstances); transactional (which prioritizes
the mere exchange of rewards between leader and followers); and transformational in the strict sense
of the term, where leaders “point to mutual interests with followers. They engage followers closely
without using power, using moral leadership. They transform individuals, groups, organizations, and
societies” [13] (p. 873). A recent review of the contributions made by this model in [14].
An important transition can be observed in this approach to leadership research. From prioritizing
the mere circumstances surrounding leaders and followers, it moved on to highlight what happens
between the influencing individual and those who are influenced—a link that has been described as
invisible [15]. Nonetheless, this approach, with its emphasis on the interactive fact of leadership—either
with the context or with people—encounters its main challenges in the why and how of the influence
of leaders; respectively, the component of interaction that explains why leaders and followers exist,
and the principle that underlies the interinfluence between leader and followers. This leadership,
based on interinfluences, not only takes into account the context and the people in specific situations,
but also integrates interinfluence and the value of sustainability [16,17], i.e., in a practice that, over
time, is sensitive to the demands of the moment, without incurring standards or provisions that do not
meet the needs of leaders and followers.
The social identity/social categorization approach. The combination of the theories of social identity
(proposed by H. Tajfel) and self-categorization (with J.C. Turner as the main advocate) has engendered
another approach to the issue of leadership. To be precise, its proponents have drawn on the two
theories to conceive leadership as a process in which it is fundamental to belong to a group (the “we”
or in-group) and feel that such belonging is key to our self-perception. In this regard, effective
leadership follows these four principles [2]: (1) Being one of us (leaders as the best representatives
of the corresponding in-group prototypes); (2) doing it for us (leaders as in-group champions, i.e.,
being the main persons responsible for promoting the interests of the group); (3) crafting a sense of
us (leaders as entrepreneurs of identity, i.e., actively working on the definition—and redefinition—of
their own prototypicality); and (4) making us matter (leaders as embedders of identity, doing so
through specific actions that distinguish the group from other ones—in the present and in the future).
This conception of leadership, which counts on the respective empirical support [18,19], assumes that
the prototypicality of any leader does not respond to immanent, rigid categories, but to the process
that the said leader and his/her followers experience.
With the introduction of the prototype as a definition of leadership within an in-group,
this approach to the analysis of leadership has integrated the individual and the situational in
terms of the interinfluences between leaders and followers—without overlooking their transience:
Who is a leader today may not be tomorrow. To this integration should be added an analysis of what,
in the key of the individual and the collective unconscious, may stimulate the interinfluences of the
leadership process at a given moment.
1.2. Heroism in Leadership: From the Collective Myth to the Psychological Typology of the Leader
In the three perspectives followed by leadership studies, there appears to be a tendency towards
the integration of the individual and the social, as occurs in the case of prototypicality and in-group.
However, this integration demands deeper analysis—and Jungian analytical psychology provides a
promising perspective in this respect. This experience of integration is also related to the impact that is
sought after with the promotion of sustainable leadership, which has one of its main goals in holistic
personal growth and development [20].
With the goal of introducing this perspective into the study of leadership, this section describes
the main concepts of Jungian analytical psychology: First, the collective unconscious—highlighting
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the myth of heroism; then, the personal unconscious and consciousness (Figure 1); and finally,
the psychological types as constructs that allow the observation of the transit between the unconscious
and consciousness. This description is intended to highlight the importance of integrating the leader’s
unconscious (collective, personal) and conscious content, given that integration is crucial to fostering
creativity in leadership—in women in the case in question.
The collective unconscious. This includes the main content “universal and of regular occurrence” [21]
(§270) transmitted by myths across human history; myths that constitute an opportunity to give voice
to figures (known as archetypes), conflicts, and the concerns of individuals. By way of an example of
this extant ancient content, let us imagine that a woman has been listening to her partner explaining
problems in his/her job. She repeatedly warns him/her to be careful because something bad could
happen to him/her. Later, her partner explains with surprise that a conflict has emerged at work.
The woman says, “I warned you.” Her partner replies, “About what?” (Much to her bewilderment—or
considerable annoyance, as the case may be). This everyday situation exemplifies a modern version of
the myth of Cassandra, an archetypal figure (AC, Figure 1) fated to be clairvoyant without anyone
paying her any attention or believing her—in fact, her premonitions about the Trojan War were ignored.
Also, it is possible that the woman’s experience (E, idem Figure 1) in our example makes her aware of
the relevance of the content of the collective unconscious for her individual psyche.
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A common component of all myths is heroism, i.e., the presence of an archetypal figure—hero
or heroine—whose extraordinary powers and adventures reveal important content for groups and
individuals. For Jung [23] (§68) the figure of the hero/heroine is the “symbolical exponent of the
movement of libido”. In other words, just as each individual has a physical structure—which favors
putting some abilities or others into practice—there is also a certain amount of psychic energy or
libido waiting to be discovered and fostered. For Jung [24] (§612), moreover, “The hero myth is an
unconscious drama seen only in projection.” In other words, it is the content that individuals show
of themselves and address to others. Therefore, the foundations for the transformation of the leader
will be laid so far as the leader becomes aware of the heroic imaginary: “Further transformations run
true to the hero myth” [21] (§303). What is the consequence of this assertion? That on knowing the
archetypal figures that most move a leader, the keys to what mobilizes the followers can be visualized.
The description of the good-enough leader [25] (p. 40) expresses this idea: A person who, aware of
his/her limitations, can recognize himself/herself in figures such as the erotic leader (who “brings out and
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reflects back the healthy self-love and self-admiration that exists in everyone”), the trickster-as-leader
(fostering an attraction to his/her visionary ideas), and the sibling leader (establishing alliances through
decentralization and shared work in networks).
A woman leader might feel akin, for example, to the Wonder Woman heroine [26,27]. Fighting with
aggressors to protect the weak, thanks to values such as strength and truthfulness, as well as having
the power to deflect attacks by her enemies (such as the bracelets on her clothes, which deflect bullets).
As a figure in popular culture, this update of the myth of the archetypal figure of the Amazon has
gradually incorporated details from the imaginary of the different times that have elapsed since its
appearance [28,29].
On the other hand, apart from the archetypal figures and myths known to the general population,
it is necessary to identify the myths appearing in the individual psyche—with its own unconscious
and conscious content.
The individual unconscious/consciousness and psychological types. This part of the individual psyche
includes all the forgotten content (and which is repressed in some cases) derived from each individual’s
experiences [23]. In contrast with the unconscious, the consciousness—with the ego at the center—is
made up of everything we remember and that our psyche makes use of in everyday life [30].
The differences between the unconscious and the consciousness do not imply a division between the
two. On the contrary: On the one hand, unconscious content can pass into consciousness—through
dreams (while we are asleep) and fantasies (while awake); and on the other hand, what happens
in the conscious mind can impact the unconscious—for example, a gesture from someone that has
attracted our attention can be amplified in dreams, clarifying our idea of the other person’s intentions
towards us.
Finally, apart from the fantasy content, another way to access the exchange of psychic energy
between the unconsciousness and consciousness is through the psychological types [31]. The main
feature of this classification is the differentiation between introversion and extraversion. Each of these
orientations of psychic energy can be present in the world of consciousness (being observed by those
around us) or remain in the unconscious (i.e., expressing themselves indirectly).
With respect to the extraverted conscious attitude, the “orientation by the object predominates
in such a way that decisions and actions are determined not by subjective views but by objective
conditions” [31], §563. Thus, an extravert leader will make financial decisions based on recent
data offered by the market or the sales of competitors. By contrast, the extraverted unconscious
attitude includes subjective impulses that go unrecognized—and are accepted with difficulty in the
conscious mind (for example, not admitting unpleasant behavior when negotiating with someone who,
deep down, we view as someone dishonest).
In the case of conscious introversion, the individual “is naturally aware of external conditions,
[but] selects the subjective determinants as the decisive ones . . . Whereas the extravert continually
appeals to what comes to him from the object, the introvert relies principally on what the sense
impression constellates in the subject” [31] (§621). In this sense, an example would be the introverted
leader who makes decisions based on his/her subjective impressions of reality—and which those
around may not share. With regards to the introverted unconscious attitude, this is characterized by an
intensification of the object: This would be the case of the leader who, with far greater conviction and
resolve than the rest, insists on carrying out a certain strategy—which she assumes to be something
totally objective (which ultimately it is not).
Jung [31] drew on this extraversion–introversion theory to propose the existence of four psychological
functions, two rational ones (thinking, feeling) and two irrational ones (sensation, intuition):
• Thinking (T), which “following its own laws, brings the contents of ideation into conceptual
connection with one another” [31] (§830). This would be the case of someone who, when deciding
what furniture to buy for the office, is guided by rational arguments (objective or objectifiable:
Quality, ergonomics, and price).
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• Feeling (F) includes two processes: On the one hand, attributing to an object “a definite value in
the sense of acceptance or rejection (‘like’ or ‘dislike’)”; on the other hand, experiencing a mood
that also implies “a valuation; not of one definite, individual conscious content, but of the whole
conscious situation at the moment, and, once again, with special reference to the question of
acceptance or rejection” [31] (§724). An example of the predominance of this function would be
the leader who chooses the furniture according to what she feels is right and wrong in its design
(traditional or avant-garde, unobtrusive or conspicuous, etc.).
• Sensation (perception, S), without being held to the laws of reason, “mediates the perception
of a physical stimulus . . . [and] is related not only to external stimuli but to inner ones, i.e.,
to changes in the internal organic processes” [31] (§792). Here, an example would be a reaction
to the furniture where the purely aesthetic side prevails, linked to aspects such as color or form
(experienced as ideal or horrible, for example—whatever the case, expressed in terms that could
be described as exaggerated).
• Finally, intuition (I), which “mediates perceptions in an unconscious way. Everything,
whether outer or inner objects or their relationships, can be the focus of this perception . . .
In intuition a content presents itself whole and complete, without our being able to explain
or discover how this content came into existence” [31] (§770) (original italics). In this case,
our leader would introduce the subject by saying, for example, that in the morning—while having
breakfast—the complete picture of how to transform the space and the way it would look had
sprung to mind.
This typology has been measured with the Myers–Briggs Type Indicator [32]. This scale offers
data on polarities related to introversion–extraversion, thinking–feeling, and sensation–intuition.
Depending on the person’s degree of consciousness of each of these functions, they are considered
primary, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior functions. Moreover, the MBTI incorporates judging (J) and
perceiving (P) as attitudes for facing the outside world. The combinations of these aspects result
in a total of 16 profiles that can vary throughout life, with their comprehension leading to better
self-understanding [33,34]. In this study—and in line with the proposals in [35]—we also considered
the concept of value in relation to the levels of consciousness of the four psychological functions,
thereby complementing the information provided by the MBTI. As representations that respond to
needs transformed into goals [36], values guide human actions [37], being sensitive to historical and
cultural aspects. The importance of values has been shown in the case of leadership [38–42]—and
specifically with regards to their relationship with leaders’ psychological typology and conception of
heroism [43].
To sum up, this description of the concepts involved in analytical psychology informs us of the
possibility of taking into account aspects of the unconscious (collective, personal) and consciousness of
leaders, through their vision of heroism and the corresponding psychological typology in conjunction
with its value orientation. Thus, this approach goes beyond considerations about leadership based
on Freudian-type psychoanalysis of the personalities of leaders and followers [44]. The analytical
psychology perspective makes it possible to complement any conception of the interinfluence between
leader and members, which in sustainable leadership, is crucial to its “processes of connecting people,
things and places; rather than being about a person or organizational position” [45] (p. 1072). In the
case at hand and as far as leaders are concerned, this is achieved by assuming that the personal
characteristics they reveal integrate the personal and the collective—without having to choose between
the variables of the individual or the situation when studying leadership.
Furthermore, this integrated approach has the potential to reveal the keys to what mobilizes a
group under the influence of its leader. Consequently, we assume that there is much deeper content
underlying the prototypicality that unites an in-group, which on becoming conscious, may offer a new
source of energy that is conducive to creative leadership. Finally, it should be noted that the proposed
integration of content is akin to the conception of sustainable leadership where the leader must have a
long-term transdisciplinary vision [46].
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1.3. The Role of Heroism in Fomenting Creativity in Women Leaders from a Sustainable Perspective
In heroism, leadership research has a myth that provides the basis for a deeper exploration of the
characteristics of unconscious (collective, personal) and consciousness of leaders—characteristics that can
mobilize their followers. This paper goes on to show that heroism can provide a foundation that foments
the creativity of women leaders, a conception that is also based on an applied vision of sustainability,
i.e., going beyond ecological practices or activism in favor of environmental conservation [47].
The development of this idea draws on previous evidence about heroism and the main obstacles
observed in enhancing creativity and leadership in women—also connecting with the aspiration of an
approach and leadership training that sustainably enhances the talent of women [48].
As an explanation of leaders’ behavior, the study of the role of heroism reveals that the individual
basis for what is considered heroic encompasses a series of specific features (categories, prototypes,
self-representations) [49–51]. Heroes have also been known to fulfill a series of functions that can
be a powerful social influence for other individuals [52–54]—and, specifically, in the relationships
between leader and followers [55,56]. Moreover, the function of heroism in leadership is consistent
with contributions linked to the idea of heroism as a tool for providing guidelines that influence the
way individuals may lead their own lives [57–60].
However, the question remains: Once a leader becomes aware of the heroic figure that he/she
is mobilized by, how can this experience be translated into creativity? According to the precepts of
analytical psychology [61], the answer lies in activating those archetypal images that, even though they
come from antiquity, personify present-day conflicts, and suggest possible solutions not previously
contemplated. Therefore, transcendent creativity would ensue as a consequence of this experience,
according to which the most important thing for the individual is “to give voice, to announce something
beyond himself, something transcendent” [62] (p. 14). Thus, the connection with the content of the
collective unconscious, which anyone can draw on at any given moment, constitutes an important
step towards contact with creative material [63]—in the way of artists (with regards to the importance
of interdisciplinarity in fostering creativity, see [64]). The phenomena of collective creativity may be
observed in addition to this transcendent creativity—which consists of being able to predict a formula for
success in a group of individuals. On the other hand, the type of creativity that facilitates self-expression
and self-development in individuals—without much involvement of other people—remains on a
more personal level [62,65,66]. This conception of analytical psychology is linked to and expands the
definition of creativity [67]: “The ability to perceive new relationships, and to derive new ideas and
solve problems by pursuing non-traditional patterns of thinking”.
Research on creativity has to take into account both the so-called intraindividual components
and the external components (those provided by the social context [68]). Here, a paradox has been
observed [69]. On the one hand, the benefits of creativity in individuals have been demonstrated, but
on the other hand, since creativity implies innovation, it may meet with resistance from conventional
positions. This dual circumstance is particularly evident in studies on creativity and women. In this
sense, research on the characteristics of creative women has highlighted, among other aspects, the
capacity of the imagination and an originality that is not exempt from a certain rebellion against
conventions [70–74]. All told, the exercise of creativity in women has encountered a lack of support in
their surroundings [75,76].
As far as women’s leadership is concerned, the research carried out highlights the coexistence
of two realities. On the one hand, there is a greater presence of women as leaders in various sectors
of society [77–79]. On the other hand, the obstacles that society itself puts in the way—more or less
implicitly—of women’s leadership make it difficult to consolidate and place on an equal footing with
men’s leadership [80]. As a strategy to cope with this situation, the importance of authenticity has
been highlighted [81], which suggests a preparation that favors the empowerment of leadership in
women [82,83], with special emphasis on their creativity: “In order for the force of women’s leadership
to continually build momentum in dominant organizational cultures, women leaders must be able to
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fully, rather than just strategically, engage in their unique, feminine, creative, and innate approaches to
leadership” [80] (p. 21).
According to the above, the new ideas and non-traditional patterns of relationships could be
transferred to women’s leadership, on women becoming aware of the characteristics derived from
the collective unconscious that make up their own heroism [84]. Through this consciousness, women
emerging as leaders would have a basis to develop new ways of articulating their individuality in
relation to the group. In addition, this articulation would offer an alternative to the previous corpus of
scientific knowledge, which has reported the difficulties involved in advancing women’s creativity
and leadership.
Lastly, it must be highlighted that the approach adopted here appeals to the unique, innovative
qualities that women as leaders are able to contribute in favor of sustainability [85]; i.e., it is optimal
management that caters to the individual and the group both in the present and with a view to the
future [86]. Specifically, the comprehensive self-knowledge proposed by this research shares three
principles of sustainable education [87]. To be precise, being able to articulate one’s own imaginary
of heroism in practice favors integrative thinking and practice; attending to the implications that
one’s own heroism has in the present and the future works in favor of envisioning change; and the
foundations for achieving transformation are laid by making conscious the guidelines for personal and
collective change. In short, the fact that women as emerging leaders experience personal and collective
content (conscious and unconscious) entails experiencing dimensions of sustainable learning such as
awareness of their own professional skills [88], as well as the empowerment for life of the already
available modes of reasoning and expression [89].
2. Method
This research was non-experimental, associative, and cross-sectional [90]. In this sense, the observed
relationship between the variables was geared towards valuing the proposed theoretical model,
i.e., heroism—with its individual and collective variables—as a basis for nurturing creativity in
women leaders.
2.1. Participants
The participants were a non-probability purposive sample of 34 women aged between 22 and
38 years old (M = 27.22 years old; SD = 3.77), who were studying in a Master’s program oriented
towards training future CEOs as leaders. Participation in the study was voluntary. The completion of
the questionnaires had no bearing on course grades.
2.2. Instruments
Data were collected using four instruments: A questionnaire where each participant told a story in
which she was the main heroine; the Myers–Briggs Type Indicator; the Twenty-Statement Test; and the
Personal Values questionnaire. The questionnaires were applied in the order shown below, organized
according to the need for greater or lesser elaboration on the part of the participants, this being related
to the gradual sequencing demanded by the self-observation process when combining instruments
with qualitative and quantitative data [91,92].
2.2.1. Story about one’s Own Heroine
This questionnaire consisted of writing a story in which the respondent was the protagonist
(“heroine”) [43]. The respondents were asked to include a beginning, a development (rising and falling
action), and an end (denouement). However, they were free to take as much time as they wished and
use any extra space they needed for writing, and choose the subject and the degree of realism of the
story, in order to obtain an approximation to the degree to which heroism could be articulated—with
a greater or lesser degree of consciousness—into the life narratives [93]. In this respect, the heroine
could, for example, have special powers or have her adventures in different eras or contexts. This tool
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addresses the importance of story-writing in training for sustainability: “its intentional usage can
now be traced in practices which attempt to transform how we relate to each other, the planet, and its
co-inhabitants, and often in the context of inculcating well-being to combat the consequences of modern
life” [94] (p. 1538).
The stories were analyzed according to the characteristics regarding the three parts of the
hero/heroine adventure [95]: Departure (The call to adventure, Refusal of the call, Supernatural aid,
The crossing of the first threshold, The belly of the whale); Initiation (The road of Trials, The meeting
with the goddess, Woman as the temptress, Atonement with the father, Apotheosis, The ultimate
Boon); and Return (Refusal of the return, The magic flight, Rescue from without, The crossing of the
return, Threshold, Master of the two worlds, Freedom to live). For each core part of the participant’s
story, its predominant characteristics were identified. For example: If the part corresponding to the
Departure gives more weight to the Refusal of the call, this characteristic was awarded a frequency of 1
(and so on for the other two core parts of the story—Initiation and Return). Table 1 summarizes the
contents of the core parts and their characteristics.
Table 1. Contents of the heroine story [95].
Departure
The Call to Adventure Appearance of a mystery that must be solved.
Refusal of the Call
Difficulties in giving up one’s own interests when faced with
the mission to be fulfilled.
Supernatural Aid
Appearance of a protector figure (and his/her lucky charms,
amulets) to help at the beginning of the mission.
The Crossing of the First Threshold First step taken within the sacred area.
The Belly of the Whale Staying in the sphere of rebirth or metamorphosis.
Initiation
The Road of Trials Facing difficulties.
The Meeting with the Goddess
Appearance of a presence that announces everything that can
be known about the mission.
Woman as the Temptress
Appearance of a presence that can interfere with the mission to
be carried out.
Atonement with the Father
Having a transcendent vision after accepting what is
one’s own.
Apotheosis Divine state after overcoming ignorance.
The Ultimate Boon Adventure that the chosen one carries out with ease.
Return
Refusal of the Return Rejection of returning with the trophy won.
The Magic Flight Flight with miraculous obstacles.
Rescue from Without Call from the Society to re-join it.
The Crossing of the Return Threshold First step taken in starting the return trip.
Master of the Two Worlds Transition between the world or dimensions of the universe
known before and during the mission.
Freedom to Live Reconciliation between the individual conscience and the
universal will, that is, integrating the achievements of the
mission in the original context.
2.2.2. Myers–Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
The questionnaire used was the Spanish version of the MBTI in form G, with 126 items (117 items
with two response options, and the other nine with three) and based on the test specifying psychological
typology developed by C. G. Jung [32]. The instrument presents a total of 16 profiles that can vary
throughout life, with their comprehension leading to better self-understanding [33,34]. The MBTI also
considers the distinction between extraversion –introversion and the four functions of the psyche [31]:
Thinking (T), feeling (F), sensation (S), and intuition (N). Depending on the person’s degree of
consciousness of each of these functions, they are considered primary, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior
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functions. The suitability and validity of the MBTI have been documented recently in studies that have
used it to analyze leader profiles [96,97] and student typologies [98].
In this study, the information obtained was analyzed according to: The prevalence of the
16 psychological types; the four axes (or main characteristics) on which these types are organized
(focusing the attention/extraversion–introversion, making decisions/thinking–feeling, orientation toward
the outer world/judging–perceiving, and taking in information/sensation–intuition), and the degree
of consciousness of each of these functions: Primary (dominant or favorite attitude), auxiliary
(balancing the dominant attitude), tertiary (opposite to the auxiliary), and inferior (opposite to the
dominant)—determined by the scores obtained from the items of the inventory and the relationships
of complementarity and opposition among the functions themselves [32].
2.2.3. Twenty-Statement Test
The Twenty-Statement Test (TST) [99] in its original form consisted of responding 20 times—i.e.,
20 self-descriptions or self-definitions—to the question “Who am I?”. This test offers the possibility of
free expression without relinquishing the systematization of structured instruments [100,101]. Recently,
the validity of this test has been demonstrated in research carried out in different contexts [102–105].
Likewise, the TST facilitates access to the sense of self, a requirement for the active learning that comes
with introducing sustainability issues into higher education [106,107].
The categorization of self-descriptions was accomplished by following the criteria covering the
attitudinal categories, as established by Escobar et al. [104]. By drawing on the analysis carried out
by Kuhn and McPartland [99] on the subjective meaning of the self-definitions that people provide
about themselves, these authors established 10 attitudinal categories (each with examples from the
participants in this study): (1) Self-evaluations, through which individuals express their way of being
in the light of six possible dimensions—1.1 intellectual aptitudes (competencies that are not directly
observable: “Intelligent and very capable”), 1.2 practical aptitudes (observable behavioral competencies:
“Ability to work under pressure”), 1.3 character and morals (self-reflections: “Values of honesty
and responsibility”), 1.4 social life (relational characteristics: “I easily become attached to people”),
1.5 aesthetics (appreciations about what is attractive: “I place a lot of importance on physical appearance,
both in myself and in others”), and 1.6 emotional outlook (state of mind: “Enthusiastic when dealing
with uncertainty”); (2) self-esteem, where people express their degree of satisfaction with themselves
(“I accept myself as I am”); (3) preferences, description of personal tastes (“I like trying new things”);
(4) beliefs, expression of opinions about reality (“Perseverance is the key to success”); and (5) ambitions,
statements regarding their own future (“Always looking ahead to the future”).
2.2.4. Personal Values Questionnaire
This questionnaire is the Spanish adaptation of the Schwartz Value Survey [108] developed by
Abella, Lezcano, and Casado ([109]; after [110]). This version consists of 50 items where each participant
has to “rate the importance of each value item as a guiding principle in their life” [109] (p. 238).
The items in the questionnaire refer to the following 10 values (five items per value, with an example
in each case): tradition (“devout”), security (“social order”), stimulation (“varied life”), conformity
(“obedient”), hedonism (“enjoying life”), achievement (“ambitious”), benevolence (“helpful”), power
(“authority”), self-direction (“choosing own goals”), and universalism (“unity with nature”). Each item
can be scored from 1 (“I have it very little or not at all”) to 7 (“I have it a lot or to a high degree”).
The score for each value was obtained by adding up the points from the five items, yielding a
range between 5 (in the case of giving the lowest score to the five value items) and 35 points (if all five
items were given a score of seven).
2.3. Procedure
Before collecting data, we contacted the academic office of the university whose students would
take part in the sample. After obtaining the corresponding authorization to use the aforesaid instruments
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as a part of the research, the students were allowed to continue participating only if they agreed to sign
the informed consent. The ethical requirements of the University of Barcelona Bioethics Commission
(CBUB, Institutional Review Board IRB00003099) were applied to the current study, which meant
that additional approval for the research was not required because the data obtained did not involve
animal or clinical experimentation. Additionally, this study complies with the recommendations of the
General Council of Spanish Psychological Associations (Consejo General de Colegios de Psicólogos),
the Spanish Organic Law on Data Protection [111], and the Declaration of Helsinki [112].
Data collection was carried out face-to-face, under the supervision of researchers from the team
who have experience in the application of the instruments used. Data collection was carried out on paper
in the first semester of the 2018/2019 academic year during daytime hours before class time—in order
to avoid interfering with the Master’s degree classes attended by the participants. It was organized
into four sessions (one per instrument). Data collection ended before the final examinations, in order to
avoid the biases that may emerge when collecting information during the semester evaluation period.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
The data obtained were processed using version 25 of the SPSS program, as described below.
The prevalence is indicated (i.e., the number n of participants out of the total of N = 34) in the
case of the stories about their own heroine, the psychological typology (the types derived from the
MBTI and their basic characteristics), and the self-descriptions. With regards to these self-descriptions,
the mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of self-descriptions by category were also calculated for the
whole sample. As to the values, we show their M and SD.
The Chi square coefficient between the categories of stories, psychological types, and self-descriptions
was used to establish the associations between data. When these variables were combined with the scores
for the values, Student’s t coefficient was used. In each case, the corresponding size effect was calculated:
In the case of the Chi square coefficient, by means of Cramer’s V; and in the case of t, with Cohen’s d.
3. Results
3.1. Stories about the Own Heroine
With regard to the stories told by the participants, in which they were the main heroines (Table 2),
there was a predominant tendency in each part of the story. Specifically, departure was mainly
characterized by the call of adventure (n = 20, 58.8%), initiation by the road of trials (n = 19, 55.9%),
and return by freedom to live (n = 23, 67.6%).
To illustrate these predominant tendencies in each part of the stories, we present the following
examples (the additional text is intended to situate the reader in the context of the story, while the part
that illustrates the corresponding tendency is highlighted in italics):
• The Call of Adventure/Departure
“I remembered someone I hadn’t seen for a long time. I began to wonder: How is she?
What’s she doing? But only for a moment. Then, just before I fell asleep, I received a message.
The sender was precisely the person I had been thinking about a little earlier! I was
surprised—we hadn’t spoken to each other for months. I waited a little while before opening
the message. When I did, I read: ‘Hello, sorry to bother you so late at night, but you’re the only
one who can help me!’”
• Initiation/The Road of Trials
“One day, the little princess found herself face to face with the toughest challenge in
her life, and in her family’s life as well . . . She was confronted by situations that she never
thought she would have to cope with—and her family neither . . . During this time, the little
princess had to abandon her fairy tale existence.”
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• Return/Freedom to Live
“ . . . Person A [name not given] had accomplished her mission and it was time to join the
peoples of the world who needed her help.”
Table 2. Percentage of participants according to the main tendencies in each part of the heroine story
(N = 34).
Departure n %
The Call to Adventure 20 58.8
Refusal of the Call 5 14.7
Supernatural Aid 4 11.8
The Crossing of the First Threshold 1 2.9
The Belly of the Whale 1 2.9
N/A 3 8.8
Initiation
The Road of Trials 19 55.9
The Meeting with the Goddess 3 8.8
Woman as the Temptress 1 2.9
Atonement with the Father 2 5.9
Apotheosis 6 17.6
The Ultimate Boon 0 —
N/A 3 8.8
Return
Refusal of the Return 1 2.9
The Magic Flight 0 —
Rescue from Without 0 —
The Crossing of the Return Threshold 3 8.8
Master of the Two Worlds 4 11.8
Freedom to Live 23 67.6
N/A 3 8.8
Given the tendencies found in each part of the stories, we went on to dichotomize the categories as
follows: In departure, the call of adventure/other departures (f = 20, 58.8%/f = 11, 32.4%); in initiation,
the road of trials/other initiations (f = 19, 55.9%/f = 12, 35.3%); and in return, freedom to live/other
returns (f = 23, 67.6%/f = 8, 23.5%). Thanks to this re-categorization it was possible to observe significant
associations between the content of the heroine stories, the basic characteristics of the psychological
types, the self-descriptions, and the predominant values of the participants.
3.2. Psychological Types
The analysis of the psychological types (Table 3) revealed the predominance of two types over the
others: The ISTJ profile (introverted sensation with extraverted thinking: n = 15, representing 44.1% of
the sample) and the ESTJ profile (extraverted thinking with introverted sensation: n = 8, equivalent
to 23.5% of the participants). Both profiles share sensation and thinking as dominant and auxiliary
functions. In the case of the ISTJ profile, sensation is the dominant function, and thinking is
auxiliary—while the opposite occurs with the ESTJ profile. This same relationship is observed in the
tertiary and lower functions (respectively feeling and intuition) of ISTJ and ESTJ—with the latter in
reverse order. It can be observed that the main trait differentiating these profiles is that the focus of
attention of ISTJ is introverted, whereas it is extraverted in the case of the ESTJ.
With regards to the types observed, the prevalence of the functions of the psychological types
according to the degree of consciousness of each of the functions (primary, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior)
was as follows (Table 4): Sensation was the most frequent primary function and thinking predominated
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as an auxiliary function. Feeling was the tertiary function with the highest proportion of participants
and intuition was relegated to the position of main inferior function.
Table 3. Percentage of participants according to their psychological types (N = 34).
Psychological Types n %
ISTJ /Introverted Sensation with Extraverted Thinking 15 44.1
ISFJ/Introverted Sensation with Extraverted Feeling 0 —
ESTP /Extraverted Sensation with Introverted Thinking 1 2.9
ESFP /Extraverted Sensation with Introverted Feeling 2 5.9
INTJ/Introverted Intuition with Extraverted Thinking 0 —
INFJ/Introverted Intuition with Extraverted Feeling 0 —
ENTP /Extraverted Intuition with Introverted Thinking 2 5.9
ENFP/Extraverted Intuition with Introverted Feeling 0 —
ISTP /Introverted Thinking with Extraverted Sensing 2 5.9
INTP /Introverted Thinking with Extraverted Intuition 0 —
ESTJ/Extraverted Thinking with Introverted Sensing 8 23.5
ENTJ /Extraverted Thinking with Introverted Intuition 2 5.9
ISFP/Introverted Feeling with Extraverted Sensing 0 —
INFP/Introverted Feeling with Extraverted Intuition 0 —
ESFJ /Extraverted Feeling with Introverted Sensing 2 5.9
ENFJ/Extraverted Feeling with Introverted Intuition 0 —
Table 4. Percentage of participants according to degree of consciousness of each of the functions
(N = 34).
Functions
Primary Auxiliary Tertiary Inferior
n % n % n % n %
Thinking 12 35.3 18 52.9 2 5.9 2 5.9
Feeling 2 5.9 2 5.9 18 52.9 12 35.3
Sensation 18 52.9 12 35.3 2 5.9 2 5.9
Intuition 2 5.9 2 5.9 12 35.3 18 52.9
Lastly, the consideration of the psychological types according to their four main basic characteristics
(Table 5) revealed the symmetrical distribution of the sample with respect to focusing the attention
(given that one half is extraverted and the other is introverted). Among the rest of the characteristics,
the highest frequencies were as follow: In making decisions, thinking (n = 30, 88.2%); in facing the
outer world, judging (n = 27, 79.4%); and in taking in information, sensation (n = 30, 88.2%, with one
case where the two functions obtained exactly the same scores).
Table 5. Percentage of participants according to the basic characteristics of the types (N = 34).













Sensation & Intuition 1 2.9
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These basic characteristics of the psychological types displayed significant associations with some
aspects of the heroine story; specifically, in the way of taking in information. Thus, those who met the
characteristic of intuition started their stories in a different way to the others (typified by the call of
adventure, showing a strong association: χ2 = 8.35, p = 0.015, V = 0.519).
3.3. Self-Descriptions
The categories used to classified the self-descriptions provided two data items (Table 6): On the
one hand, the number of participants in whose responses the categories were observed; and, on the
other hand, the mean of self-descriptions by category in the sample as a whole. In this way, it was
possible to find out not only how many cases a category appeared in, but also in what numbers.
Thus, among the 10 categories used to classify self-descriptions, self-evaluations of character/morals
and social life were the most present—in 88.8% of the sample in both cases. Among the rest, the category
of preferences stands out, appearing in the self-descriptions of 67.6% of the sample. When observing
the mean of self-descriptions by category, again character/morals stands out above the rest (M = 6.55;
SD = 3.27), making it not only one of the most prevalent categories in the sample, but also the one that,
on average, received the most mentions.
Table 6. Prevalence, means, and standard deviations for the categories of self-descriptions (N = 34).
Categories n % M SD
Self-evaluations
Intellectual aptitudes 12 35.3 0.42 0.56
Practical aptitudes 20 58.8 1.97 2.04
Character and morals 30 88.8 6.55 3.27
Social life 30 88.8 3.74 2.35
Aesthetics 1 2.9 0.03 0.18
Emotional outlook 11 32.4 0.45 0.67
Self-esteem 9 26.5 0.35 0.60
Preferences 23 67.6 2.58 2.51
Beliefs 16 47.1 2.90 5.11
Ambitions 9 26.5 0.48 1.15
In addition, the presence of these categories of self-descriptions was associated with the structure
of the heroine story and the degree of consciousness of each of the functions (information not tabulated).
In the categories of the self-descriptions, that of ambitions (despite only appearing in 26.5% of the
participants) was strongly associated with the type of departure described. Specifically, most of those
who referred to their future expectations in their self-descriptions began their story in a different way
to the majority (χ2 = 5.98, p = 0.014, V = 0.454).
With regards to the functions of psychological typology, the category of preferences was strongly
present among those who had sensation and thinking as an auxiliary function and intuition and feeling
as a tertiary function (χ2 = 7.97, p = 0.047, V = 0.507). The category of ambitions was strongly associated
with those who have thinking as an auxiliary function and feeling as a tertiary function (χ2 = 8.38,
p = 0.039, V = 0.520).
As to the mean of self-descriptions by category, it was observed that, when there was a greater
number of self-descriptions relative to beliefs, the characteristics of thinking (t = 3.23, p = 0.003, d = 1.73)
and judging (t = 2.92, p = 0.007, d = 1.56) predominated. Likewise, the number of self-descriptions
referring to intellectual aptitudes (t = 4.00, p = 0.000, d = 2.43) and self-esteem (t = 3.32, p = 0.003,
d = 2.02) was higher among those where the function of sensation predominated.
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3.4. Values
Regarding values (Table 7), the highest scores were observed for benevolence (M = 30.83, SD = 3.29),
conformity (M = 29.67, SD = 2.55), self-direction (M = 28.87, SD = 3.12), and hedonism (M = 28.46,
SD = 3.42). By contrast, the values with the lowest scores were power (M = 24.43, SD = 3.79), tradition
(M = 26.23, SD = 3.20), and stimulation (M = 26.33, SD = 4.20).
An emphasis on certain values was also observed according to the main characteristics of the
heroine stories, the psychological types, and the self-descriptions.
With regards to the content of the heroine stories, concluding the narrative with a different ending
to the majority (Freedom to live) was linked to the values of conformity (t = −2.36, p = 0.026, d = 1.07),
benevolence (t = −2.45, p = 0.023, d = 1.07), and self-direction (t = −2.16, p = 0.044, d = 0.94). As to the
characteristics of the psychological typology, those who displayed the function of intuition had higher
scores in hedonism (t = −2.64, p = 0.032, d = 1.93) and power (t = 5.24, p = 0.000, d = 3.84).
Finally, those who presented self-descriptions referring to future aspirations—ambitions—displayed
greater hedonism (t = 2.31, p = 0.030, d = 0.97), achievement (t = 2.85, p = 0.010, d = 1.20), self-direction
(t = 3.75, p = 0.001, d = 1.58), and universalism (t = 2.64, p = 0.015, d = 1.11).
3.5. Summary of the Main Results
When considering the main research results as a whole, the following observations can be made:
• The heroine stories can be divided into two different types: On the one hand, an imaginary
common to the majority; and on the other hand, a narrative that indicates different ways
of approaching heroism. This differentiation is a relevant event, since it is associated with
the following factors: The way in which information is taken in from the environment—as a
characteristic of psychological types; having ambitions as part of self-descriptions; and taking
more into account values such as benevolence and self-direction.
• Regarding the psychological typology, sensation as the primary function, thinking as secondary,
feeling as tertiary, and intuition as inferior tend to predominate in the sample as a whole.
Furthermore, it is the auxiliary and tertiary functions—i.e., the ones that are not so visible in
behavior—that are associated with self-descriptions related to preferences and ambitions. As to
the basic characteristics of the types, the ways in which decisions are made and information is
taken in are significantly associated with the rest of the variables studied.
• Among the self-descriptions, the category of ambitions stands out in particular—statements
regarding the own future, given the aforesaid associations with the rational psychological functions
(thinking, feeling) and with 4 of the 10 values studied: Hedonism, achievement, self-direction,
and universalism.
• Finally, in the case of values, it is worth mentioning that hedonism is associated with
irrational psychological functions (sensation, intuition) and thinking about the future as part of
self-descriptions. Another value that should be highlighted is self-direction, which is more evident
in those stories of heroism that differ from the majority, in addition to the aforesaid association
with the category of ambitions relative to self-descriptions
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M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD
Tradition 26.23 3.20 26.60 2.96 24.71 3.90 1.33 0.194 - 26.07 3.33 27.50 0.70 28.00 - −1.75 0.128 - 27.13 4.39 25.89 2.78 0.88 0.387 -
Security 27.73 3.45 28.05 3.91 27.14 2.67 0.67 0.507 - 27.63 3.58 29.00 2.82 28.00 - −0.52 0.604 - 29.13 3.09 27.32 3.51 1.33 0.203 -
Stimulation 26.33 4.20 26.10 4.56 27.14 2.85 −0.70 0.492 - 26.07 4.34 29.00 1.41 28.00 - −2.24 0.116 - 28.38 2.32 25.74 4.48 2.00 0.057 -
Conformity 29.67 2.55 29.15 2.90 31.00 1.15 −2.36 0.026 1.07 29.63 2.67 30.50 0.70 29.00 - −1.21 0.291 - 30.75 1.58 29.37 2.91 1.58 0.126 -
Hedonism 28.47 3.42 28.45 3.48 28.00 4.12 0.28 0.781 - 28.26 3.54 30.50 0.70 30.00 - −2.64 0.032 1.93 30.38 2.20 27.68 3.77 −2.64 0.032 1.93
Achievement 27.47 3.56 27.25 3.75 29.00 2.51 −1.19 0.253 - 27.07 3.47 32.00 2.82 29.00 - −1.94 0.062 - 29.88 2.47 26.42 3.64 2.85 0.010 1.20
Benevolence 30.83 3.29 30.05 3.64 32.71 1.89 −2.45 0.023 1.07 30.78 3.42 32.50 0.70 29.00 - −2.08 0.078 - 31.88 1.80 30.47 3.93 1.26 0.217 -
Power 24.43 3.79 24.25 4.17 24.43 3.59 −0.10 0.921 - 24.11 3.85 28.00 0.00 26.00 - −5.24 0.000 3.84 26.13 3.98 23.53 3.82 1.59 0.123 -
Self-direction 28.87 3.12 28.35 3.43 30.71 2.05 −2.16 0.044 0.94 28.63 3.20 30.50 0.70 32.00 - −2.35 0.058 - 31.13 0.99 27.89 3.43 3.75 0.001 1.58
Universalism 27.20 3.65 26.50 3.99 29.00 2.51 −1.91 0.072 - 27.04 3.72 27.00 1.41 32.00 - 0.03 0.978 - 29.50 2.20 26.47 3.65 2.64 0.015 1.11
Note. With regards to the heroine story, characteristics of the types, and self-descriptions, only the categories with significant results in relation to the values are shown. Cohen’s d was only
calculated in the cases with a p < 0.050. * Variable not included in the comparison of means, given its n = 1.
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4. Discussion
This study of heroism in women emerging as leaders, in which the collective unconscious
(the heroine myth), the individual unconscious (psychological typology), and consciousness
(self-descriptions, values) were jointly analyzed, enabled us to identify the keys that the participants
could use to develop their creativity. This brought to light the potential impact on leadership of research
and intervention carried out from the perspective of Jungian analytical psychology—where “Leaders
are at the same time individuals, representatives of a group, and expressions of a collective unconscious
phenomenon” [113] (p. 38). In fact, to the extent that this articulation and integration is fostered
between the different levels of the psychosocial leadership process, the guidelines for the sustainable
management of training and performance become clear, especially for women [85,114].
4.1. The Heroine and Her Journey
The stories, in which the participants were situated as the protagonists, constitute an exercise in
which the imagination opens the door to the content of the collective unconscious [23], which would
mobilize emerging leaders and their potential followers. In this regard, the general tone of the
stories analyzed was a call to action after which they faced difficulties in fulfilling the mission that
emerged [95]. Here, the conception of the heroine myth emerges as a way of solving problems—and,
by extension, for the followers dependent on this way of proceeding. With regards to the significant
associations between the stories and the rest of the variables analyzed, these were observed mainly in
cases where the stories unfurled in a different way to the majority. In particular, they were observed
among the participants who were most aware of their intuition and defined themselves in terms of
their own future.
Promoting the emergence of new ideas—apparently irrational and in prospective terms—emerges
as a strategy for fostering creativity in women emerging as leaders, based on the myth of the
heroine. [21,52,84]. Then again, contact with one’s own heroism should not be confused with fantasies
of omnipotence—which, for example, a seductive narcissist may harbor [8]. Becoming aware of which
archetypal figures influence one’s relationship with others brings with it an active involvement in the
perception of images from the unconscious—specifically, in the way they can complement or anticipate
consciousness. Consequently, the perspective on heroism taken by analytical psychology can contribute
to the understanding of the identity phenomena between leaders and their followers [2]. Given this
joint vision, prototypicality is susceptible to reappraisal as that cognition, in the unconscious (collective,
personal), may provide additional keys to how it functions.
4.2. The Psychological Typology, from Consciousness to the Unconscious (and Vice Versa)
The clarification of which psychic functions are more or less present in the conscious mind [31]
reveals which abilities need consolidating and highlighting. With the predominance of sensation as a
primary function (i.e., more integrated into consciousness), we have emerging leaders who prioritize
what they perceive of what surrounds them—this being associated with self-description in terms of
preferences. The counterpart to this perceptual acuity is the situation of intuition as a generally inferior
function (more situated in the unconscious), for which reason it is worth reiterating the importance of
intervention to favor novel ways of thinking about personal reality [67].
The use of psychological typology in leadership research goes beyond the mere classification of an
individual in a certain category. The need to compensate or complement a given type is a work process
for each leader—working on themselves and in relation to others. The most frequent psychological
type in the sample studied, ISTJ (introverted sensation with extraverted thinking) can be taken as
an example:
“ISTJs will give any amount of help if they can see that it is needed, but their logic rebels against
requirements or expectation to do anything that doesn’t make sense to them. Usually they
have difficulty understanding needs that differ widely from their own. But once they are
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convinced that something matters a great deal to a given person, the need becomes a fact
worthy of respect” [115] (p. 104)
In this case, it is observed how women, who display this psychological type at some point, must
actively work to understand and accept the needs of the other, which in terms of the leader, can lead to
a strengthening of the relations with her followers.
4.3. Self-Descriptions and Values, Beyond Consciousness
With the introduction of self-descriptions, it was possible to observe the main characteristics of
emerging leaders—such as character/morals and social life. Regarding the significant associations—both
regarding frequency and the mean of the self-descriptions—they inform us of the relationships between
this content and both psychological typology (the more personal aspect) and values (the more collective
aspect). Specifically, in the case of psychological typology these associations show, for example,
that self-description in terms of ambitions is consistent with the function of feeling (which is usually
tertiary, i.e., far below the threshold of consciousness); and in the case of values, they make it clear that
this collective representation that guides actions [37] is also consistent with self-perception in terms of
the time to come—another point that confirms the importance of shaping leaders’ perspectives about a
sustainable future.
The interstitial position of self-descriptions with respect to psychological typology and values
shows that some answers to the question “Who am I?” are related to the deeper dynamics of the psyche
and the values—i.e., they are collective representations that can guide actions towards concrete goals
(those of women as emerging leaders in the case at hand). Specifying which self-descriptions have the
greatest explanatory potential, for how leaders view themselves, provides information that guides the
leadership process towards efficient, long-term goals—ultimately, sustainable ones.
4.4. Methodology Used and Its Potential to Foster Sustainability
The results confirm the suitability of the combination of instruments used [32,99,110]. Thanks to
the story about the inner heroine—an expressive writing activity with the potential for deep and
experiential learning [116]—we are able to differentiate not only the stories that introduce the most
creative ingredients from a set, but also the articulation between this imaginary of the collective
unconscious and the contents of the personal unconscious. The MBTI functions as a valid instrument
in leadership research [43,96,97] because it reveals the current exchange of psychic energy in the
individual and, in parallel, shows which aspects should be worked on in the future.
The combination of instruments used in this research constitutes an important contribution to
the corpus of scientific knowledge because, although they have been validated separately in various
studies [104,109], they have rarely been used together (an exception in [43]). This contribution is
further enhanced by the fact that this methodology has not often been seen in empirical research
based on analytical psychology, and also, above all, because of the fact of instrumentalizing this
perspective, thereby enabling it to dialogue with other more consolidated approaches to leadership
research. In this sense, for example, the prototypicality of leaders [2,18,19]—which has a cognitive base,
also characteristic of questionnaires such as the TST and the Personal Values survey—may display
components of interinfluence between leader and followers that should be taken into account both in
the spheres of heroism [49–56] and psychological typology [31].
Other aspects of the methodology that should be taken into account are the profile of the participants
and the context in which the research was developed: Women who were higher education students in
a Master’s program oriented towards training future CEOs as leaders. This circumstance makes the
acquisition of deep learning possible [117] by offering self-knowledge that understands leadership
as a process whose roots lie in the deepest layers of the psyche and that are also likely to spread to
the higher-order cognitive skills needed to bring about processes of change [118]. In other words,
the study methodology, by bringing to light the person’s own resources—urging them to look deeper
into themselves—adheres to the parameters of sustainable education in favor of women’s leadership.
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4.5. Limitations and Future Research
The limitations of this study—such as the nature and size of the sample—also suggest possible
paths to initiate new research on heroism in leadership from the perspective of analytical psychology.
Although we focused our research on women as emerging leaders, this does not mean we ignore the fact
that this reality is affected by gender inequalities and tensions [85]; rather, our findings are an invitation
to go deeper into the joint analysis of men and women (collectively, individually, unconsciously, and
consciously), a line of research supported by promising incipient evidence [43].
This research focused on the transit between the unconsciousness and consciousness, attending to
the collective and the personal. By definition, these concepts have dynamics and transience as their
main characteristics—which can make non-experimental, associative, and cross-sectional research look
like a snapshot of something in constant motion.
Given these limitations, it is reasonable to think of interventions that introduce causality and
experimentation—together with the corresponding statistical analyses that go beyond the descriptive
or correlational, like those used in this research. In this sense, it is suggested that future research takes
psychosocial interventions as references—and also the corresponding follow-up [44]. This research
strategy would demonstrate whether the deep learning and professional skills acquired are sustainable
and generalizable—as has been observed in other research on teaching–learning processes in higher
education based on sustainability [119–121]. This new approach to the subject under study would also
favor the mobilization of psychic content, which apart from permitting a generalization of our findings,
ultimately invokes the solution of scientific problems through non-traditional patterns—the essence of
creativity itself and the cornerstone of sustainable leadership.
5. Conclusions
The inclusion of the myth of heroism in the analysis of the emerging leadership of women
constitutes a relevant contribution in that it reveals areas where creativity is contained and therefore
shows where it is possible to promote sustainable education, all of which creates a reference
framework for future contributions—both theoretical and practical—that will enrich the existing
body of scientific knowledge.
By integrating the personal and the collective, the consciousness and the unconscious—as
empirically demonstrated in this research—analytical psychology surpasses and complements the
unilateral nature of the main trends in the study of leadership: Those that usually emphasize individual
or social variables, focusing on the conscious aspects of the psyche. Specifically, this integration
between the personal and the collective was verified by the link between the heroic image itself and
the psychological typology (which includes different degrees of consciousness), along with conscious
content such as the conscious self-image and preferences about the values of the community.
As far as the methodology is concerned, it is worth noting that the sequential application
of the instruments used provides a research strategy that, in addition to offering significant data
regarding the leadership of women, favors the integration of images from the unconscious in the
consciousness. Thus, in a more practical sense, it enables women as emerging leaders to become
aware of themselves (personally and collectively) and reveals an authentic content that precedes—and
is a condition for—creativity. That is to say, sustainable resources are used on the basis of an
education sensitive to sustainability. Consequently, the process that begins with the articulation of the
personal imaginary of heroism favors integrative thinking in practice, the envisagement of change,
and transformation—three principles of sustainable education that offer women as emerging leaders
the possibility of transcending themselves.
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